Modern reservoir simulators allow for local refinement and other types of irregular grids. Moreover. the number and type of flow equations will not be the same in all blocks. Depending on the state of the reservoir, some parts may employ a fully implicit discretization, ot hers an IMPES formulation; some parts will use a compositional model and ot hers will just have one-phase flow. These features, while giving flexibility to the reservoir engineer, produce large systems of Iinear equations with highly irregular structure.
INTRODUCTION
The systems of linear equations that result from discretization and linearization of reservoir flow equations are a tough challenge for iterative sol vers. They need powerful preconditioners to converge in a reasonable number of iterations. A broad class of preconditioners is based on incomplete factoriaation of the coefficient matrix.
Many standard sources, e. g. [3, 6, 8i, describe how to construct and implement preconditioners of type ILU (O) , that is, with no additional fill terms .. Preconditioners that allow higher degree of fill are usually described for banded matrices only.
In this paper we describe the implementation of preconditioners with considerable fill and arbitrary sparsity pattern, and we discuss the reasons for using this type of preconditioning.
The first section explains the demands that a solver for dynarnically implicit reservoir flow equations has to meet, and we justify the choice of high-degree incomplete factorization. The rest of the paper deals with algorithms and their implementations.
THE SOLVER WITHIN A SIMULATOR
Software engineering teaches to encapsulate the various tasks of a program into separate modules. The less one module needs to know about the other, the better. In this way of thinking, the simulator provides a set of equations and hands the linear system to the solver. The solver finds the solution and sends it back to the simulator. Ideally, the interaction between these two may be restricted to the exchange of a matrix, a right-hand side and a solution. However, this blackbox approach is too simplistic.
It is not possible to isolate the solver from the rest of the simulator.
(We talk about iterative sol vers; for direct sol vers the situation is different!) Theoret-ieally, matrix and right-hand side of a linear system eontain all the information needed to solve the equations. However, for an iterative sol ver some systems are more difficult to solve than ot hers of the sarne size. The simulator, whieh controls parameters like length of time-step or degree of implicitness, should set up linear equat.ions so that the Iinear sol ver can complete its task properly. Generally, the more that is known about the interaction between the reservoir model and the solver, the more the algorithms can be tuned.
The important eriterion for efficiency is not: how fast ca.n a. linear solver solve one system, but.: how fast are simulator and sol ver together to complete a simulation.
Elements of Interaction.
Sol ver a.nd simula.tor intera.ct in more ways than just by exchanging matrix and solution. The diagram in Figure 1 shows within the structure of a reservoir simulator those element.s that ha.ve a. bearing on the linear solver. In t.he following, we will a.ddress these elements in detail. The linear sol ver encounters equations with irregular structure.
Certainly, both approaches are justified for different types of problems. Here we just want to illustrate two points: The linea.r sol ver must fit the simulator; and the solver's efficiency ca.n be judged only by the performance of the ent.ire simulator.
/
Inner and Outer Iterations.
Reservoir flow equa.tions (unless grea.tly simplified) are nonlinear.
Newton's method solves nonlinear equa.tions iteratively. At each step it computes the residual and the Jacobian matrix. It then solves t.he associated linear system, usually a.gain by au iterative method. Thus, there are inner, or linear, itera.tions nest.ed within a loop of outer, or nonlinea.r, iterations. Two idea.s will help saving work in the inner iterations at the expense of possibly increasing the number of outer iterations.
First, the iterative linea.r solver may set a. moderately accurate stopping criterion. as long as t.he outer iterations are not yet completed. Since ea.ch step of Newton 's method computes just. anether correct.ion to t.he approximate solution, t.here is no need to calculate t.hese corrections with undue a.ccuracy. Second, we ma.y work with a. simplified approximation to t.he original Jacobian ma.trix, so that most of the variables become decoupled from the system. An adaptive-implicit formulation achieves exactly t.hat.
Fully implicit discretization provides sta.ble solutions and allows larger time steps than au IMPES approach-but it involves much more unknowns and linear systems that are harder to solve by iterative methods.
Thomas and Thurna.u [13] introduced au adaptive-implicit forrnulation. There, the number of va.riables is on 1)' moderately higher than in a purely IMPES forrnulation.
When the explicit va.riables are upda.ted aftel' each step, the method is essentia.lly Newton's method with au inexa.ct J acobian matrix. Consequently, it still converges t.o a fully implicit solut.ion.
Thus, for good total performance the simulator carefully has to choose which variables it should treat irnplicitly or explicitly; it also has to specify appropriate accuracy thresholds for the inner iterations. However, the rules set up in our simulator a.re mostly empirical, based on trial and error.
Length of Time Step. There is another parameter with profound implications for the linear solver's speed of convergence: the length of the time step. The smaller the time step, the faster both the outer, nonlinear iterations of Newton's method and the inner iterations of the linear sol ver will converge (usually). Of course, then more steps are necessary to complete a simulation.
The routine that controls the time step contributes a good deal to the total speed of a simulator. An algorithm that could predict a priori arelation between the length of the time step and the con vergen ce properties of the associated linear system would be highly desirable. Unfortunately, again there are no straight and simple rules.
Preconditioning+-Iteration-> Acceleration.
So far , we have discussed how formulation, discretization and linearization of a flow model-issues that the linear sol ver cannot con trol directly-may affect the linear solver and the total performance of the simulator. Now, let us look at those parameters that the sol ver can contro!.
Computational
work and demands on memory wit.hin au iterative sol ver are typically distributed between three tasks: construction of a preconditioner; iterative update of solution and residual; irnplementation of some nonstationary acceleration scheme.
One extreme example would be the plain Jacobi method. It invests nothing into preconditioning or acceleration, and thus needs a prohibitively high nurnbel' of iterations to solve all but the most simple problems.
On the ether hand, consider Vinsome's ORTHOMIN [14] , which is a usual acceleration method in reservoir simulators. The more veetors it keeps in its orthonormal basis, the faster it converges. Thus, at the cost of more memory for storing the basis vectors, and more computational work for orthogonalization, OR-THOMIN may compensate for a weak preconditioner. Finally, as another extreme example, preconditioning by an exact factorization of the matrix would solve any linear system in just one iteration. This, however, is equivalent in terrns of work and storage to a direct solution, which is unfeasible for large systems.
AreasonabIe compromise for au efficient solver. as we propose it, will invest in the construction of a good preconditioner arithmetic work equivalent to one or two iterations. It will store a moderate number of basis vectors.! for ORTHOMIN. Ideally, it should converge then in about twenty or thirty iterations. Still, we have to repeat what was said above: these rules are based much more on experience than on firm t.heory. lOm default value is 5. Other simulators recornmend higher values. The reasou for this seems that we devote more work to preconditioning
INCOMPLETE FACTORIZATION
A matrix that stems from an adaptive-implicit formulation of flow equations on an irregular grid has a highly irregular sparsity pattern. Neither is it symmetric nor diagonally dominant. Iterative sol vers need powerful preconditioning to reach reasónable rates of convergence for these systems. Preconditioners based on incomplete factorization are wel! suited for this task.
Meijerink and Van der Vorst [10] During the factorizat.ion cert.ain fill elements, in positions that are zero in t.he original matrix but would become nonzero in an exact factorization, are ignored. A class of preconditioners with varying efficacy can be obtained by adjusting the number of fill elements. In the limit, when the fact.orizat.ion retains all fill terms, the iterative method even becornes a direct solver. An incomplete factoriaation that retains higher-order fill elements, however, needs a considerable amount of computational work. Those parts of the algorithm that do most of the work are highly sequentia!. Therefore, incomplete factorization with higher-order fill elements is not suited for parallel computers. On vector computers or werkstations, however, the algorithm shows its full strength.
Considerations for implementing ILUpreconditioners on vector and shared memory computers are given in reference [6] , but unfortunately, few of the methocls presentecl there apply to high-clegree ILU -factorizations.
An overview on ot her preconditioners, such as Jacobi, SSOR, ADI or polynomial preconditioners, is given, for exarnple, by Barret et al. [3] . Appleyard and Cheshire[l] introduced nested factorization, a preconditioner designed specifically for three-dimensional I x J x K-type gricls. Compared to these methocls, incomplete factorization has two advantages: it does not depend on a certain type of grid or aspecific numbering of gridblocks; and it is possible to tune its efficacy by selecting the amount of fil!.
Fill levels. Our implementation of incomplete factorization retains or discards fill terms according to their level. An entry in a position where the original matrix has a nonzero entry is assigned level zero. The factorization procedure updates entry ai,j by the operation In practice, an implemeutation of Algorithms 1 and '2 would store the arrays (ai,j) and (di,j) in au appropriate data structure and the looping would take on a very special appearance.
We discuss details of implementation in a later section.
The nomenclature of incomplete factorizat.ions is not at. all standardized.
Watts [15] introduced for banded ma.t.rices the concept of order, which Behie and Forsyth [4] call degree, t.o distinguish it from Gustafsson's [9] "first order factorization."
Nghiem and Rozon [11] generalize for non-banded matrices. Our definition follows essentially these authors; the difference is that what we call ILU(I) would be an incomplete LU-factorizat.ion of (C+ l)t.h degree in their t.erminol-ALGORITHM 2 The incomplete factorization
ILU(I),
where the numerical factorization is preceded by a symbolic factorization.
Like Algorithm 1, th is algorithm replaces A by its incomplete factorizat.ion LU~A, of degree I.
The array di,j is computed by asymbolic factorizati on befare the numerical factorization. symbolic factorization:
end end end numerical factorizat.ion: [3] . On the ether hand, this souree defines higher levels of fill differently. In Algorithm 2 the symbolic factorization computes the degree by
According t.o [3] , t.his line would be replaced by ...... (2) For matrices from five-point discretization on an I x J grid with natural ordering, both definitions (1) and (2) are equivalent. For three-dimensional or irregular grids, in general, they are not.
The definition in equat.ion (1) harmonizes with the following observation , Let A be a banded matrix with unit. main diagonal, at. most I.~nonzero off-diagonal entries per row, all equal e, When A is strongly diagonally dominant, kf « 1, then an inductive argument easily proves that fill entries of degree f (in the sense of equation (1)) are of order 0((lH).
Symbolic and Numerical factoriaation.
Algorithm 2 computes thedegree of all entries separately, by a syrnbol ie factorization, before the numerical factoriaation starts. Algorithm 1 updates the degree in the course of numerical factorization. This algorithm may discard a fill term of degree > f, but later, at the sarne position in the matrix, retain another fill term of degree :S e.
By contrast, Algorithm 2 will keep both fill terms. In the end, both algorithms pro duce the same number of fill entries, but th is minor difference in the formulation causes slightly different con vergen ce rates.
A simple example is the 6 x 6-matrix
For ILU(l), Algorithm 2 obtains a complete factorization while Aigorithm 1 discards some fill. For this reason, the error matrix E = LU -A has two nonzero entries, e5,6 = e6,5 = -3/13.
This distinction is seldom noticed. Besides, for incomplete factorizations of low degree, there is no difference at all. A tedious but straightforward analysis proves the following facts.
OBSERVATION . For ILU (0), the Aigorithms 1 and 2 are equivalent.
For a five-peint stencil on an I x J grid with natural ordering, the algeritluns differ if and only if f~3. For a seven-point stencil on au I x J x I( grid with natural ordering, they differ if and only if e2
. An alike statement holds for the diagonal ordering D2 [12] .
Another example are two-colorable grids. These are grids where the nodes can be colored with two colors so that no two adjacent nodes have the same color. Cartesian grids with five-peint or seven-point stencils, for example, are two-colorable. Consider wavefront 01'-dering, which is a generalization of diagonal ordering for arbitrary grids. We define it recursively in t.he following way: Front 0 is ernpty. Front 1 contains one node of the grid. Front k + 1 consists of all nodes that are not in front k -1 and that are neighbors of nodes in front k.
OBSERVATION . For a two-colorable grid with wavefront ordering, Algorithms 1 and 2 produce the same factorization for f < 2. This statement includes, for example, D2 ordering on a three-dimensional cartesian grid.
Proof. An inductive argument for f = 0,1,2, ... est ablishes that for both variauts of ILU ce), fill terrns of odd degree couple nodes in the sarne wavefront only: and CLEMENS W. BRAND 5 fill terms of even degree couple nodes in adjacent wavefronts. It is therefore not possible that Algorithm 1 assigns first to a matrix entry the degree k, and later updates it to k -1. Specifically, for f = 1, adjacent wavefronts are coupled by entries of degree 0; within a wavefront. nodes are coupled by entries of degree 1.
To sum up, when several matrices with the same sparsity pattern have to be factorized, it is obviously bet ter to compute the symbolic factorization in Algorithm 2 only once. On the other hand, if the structure of the linear systern changes with every time step and every outer iteration in a simulator, a new syrnbolic factorization is necessary at every step. Thèn Algorithm 1 is more efficient, since it accesses less data without changing the result significantly. Without any inforrnation about the sparsity pattern of a matrix, there is no way to guess how much fill an ILU(f) factorization will produce. As a guideline, the fill in regular grids, with both natural and diagonal ordering. may be used for a rough estimate.
For a seven-point stencil on an I x J x J{ grid that is orde red naturally first in direction I, then J, then I(, Table 1 This is a st rong argument in favor of D2 ordering. 
i ,j) and (di ,j)'
The most timeconsuming tasks then are the computation of the degrees, and the insert.ion of fill entries in the sparse data structure.
The ordering of the loops in the factorization process in Algorithms 1 and 2-outermost i, then k; innermost j-differs from that in the c1assical forrnulation of Gaussian elimination.
In the terminology of Dongarra, Gust.avson and Karp [7] , it corresponds to the ikj variant of Gaussia.n elimination, while the form most of ten taught students in a first course in linear algebra is the form kij. While both formulations compute the same (complet.e or incomplete) factorization, their patterns of data access differ radically.
In a sparse storage scheme it is usually easier t.o access data t.ha.n to insert fill terms into the scheme. We use compressed row storage, a usual scheme for irregular sparsity patterns [3, 6] . In this format it is easy to access entries row-wise; but it is prohibitively expensive to loop through by columns. Therefore, the form ikj is suitable, since it transforms one row i During scat tering, count. nonzero entries to the left of the main eliagonal anel builel an ordered list pointlow of column pointers, so that pointlow(k) points to the posit.ion of the k-th nonzero entry in xhelp before the main diagonal.
Count nonzero entries to the right of the main diagonal and build a list pointup of column pointers, so that po mt.up Oc) points to the position of a non zero entry in xhelp behind the main diagona.l. Block 2. Advance to next. pointer in pointlu and get t.he corresponding entry in xhelp. This would be entry a.i,k in the loop for k in Algorithm 1. Fetch the nonzero entries of row k in U. Calculate pivot piv and store it on x(k).
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As we construct U, we order nonzero entries in a row with respect to their degree first, and then with respect to column number. Therefore we do not need to store the degrees of each individual entry in U; we only need pointers to the first entry of degree 0, 1, ... , E for each row. The difficult part here is monitoring the degree. A rather awkward nested if-structure controls the various cases (simple update; update and change of degree; insertion of new entry). For any new entry, a pointer is either inserted at the correct position in the ordered list pointlow or appended to the list pointhigh.
Block 4. When eliminatien in row i is completed, the inforrnation in the lists pointlow and ponthigh is used to gatlier the nonzero entries from xhelp while they are reset to zero in xhelp. A new row is added to the compressed st.orage of Land U.
Besides the arrays for compressed storage of A, L and U, this implementation needs 1:+4 arrays of length n. When the matrix has a maximum bandwidth « 11, these arrays could be shorter, l +6 t.imes the maximum half-bandwielth.
By careful use of pointers, we have strictly avoided any loop that explicitly scans sparse arrays for non zero entries. Most of the computational work is strictly proportional to the number of nonzero entries in A, except one st.ep in Block 3: The array pointlow is an ordereel list. Insert.ing a new element neeels an order of log k comparisons, when k is the actuallength ofpointlow. This length is always less tha.n the maximum nu mb el' of nonzero entries pel' row in the factor L. Nevertheless, this insertion is a costly eperation.
SEVERAL UNKNOWNS PER nLOCK
The algorit.hms described so far are sometimes called pointwise factorizations to distinguish them from block methods of the type investigated by Concus et al. [5] Ol' Axelsson et al. [2] . There, the blocks result from grouping gridpoint.s of one row Ol' plane. When the linear syst.em involves more than one variabie pel' gridpoint, bleeks of anot.her type occur.
The unknowns and corresponding balance equations may be grouped with respect to their type. For example, take al! pressure unknowns first, then water saturation, then oil saturation.
When there are q types of variables and, correspondingly, q types of equations, CLEMENS W. BRAND 7 the matrix is partitioned into q x q blocks. The Block in position (i, j) contains the terms that couple unknowns in balance equations of type i to unknowns of type j.
More customary is an ordering that for each gridpoint groups the corresponding unknowns. The sparsity pattem of the associated matrix is related to the structure of an IMPES matrix in the following way. An en try ai,j is replaced by an I' x s submatrix that contains for the I' equations at gridpoint i their derivatives with respect. to the s variables at gridpoint j.
Submatrices.
A straightforward implementation of ILU -factorisation for blocked matrices replaces in the pointwise algorithm any operations on matrix entries ai,j by the appropriate operations with I' x ssubmatrices.
Object-oriented programming languages can handle this task elegantly. This fact notwithstanding, the approach is inefficient. In an adaptive-implicit black-oil model, for example, the innermost loops will involve multiplicat.ion of 3 x 3-, 3 x l , 1 x 3-and 1 x 1-matrices in al! possible combinations.
These are short inner loops, which degrade the performance of any algorithm.
Furthermore, even in a fully implicit forrnulation many 3 x 3-mat.rices are not dense; nor is the fill caused by them. Treat.ing them as full blocks increases considerably the arnount of memory.
Strictly Pointwise Approach.
Another way of implementation is simply to ignore the block structure. For Aigorithm 1, witch can deal with any sparsity pattern, it does not make any difference whether the matrix results from an IMPES, fully implicit Ol' even more elaborate model. The simulator SURE has employed this approach successfully for several years, where it worked as a robust and reliable sol vel' .
Nevert.heless, an obvious drawback of this approach is tha.t it cannot recycle the inforrnation from one symbolic factorization for t.he decomposition of the next matrix (except in the rare instanee when the number of variables does not change in any bloek).
nIockwise Approach, Revisited.
In a simulator that changes its model adaptively, the so\ver at each call encounters linear systems with different sparsity pattem. However, the structure of the linear system does not change irregularly at every step. As Figure 1 shows, there may be a different number of equations per gridblock at each time step, but the grid itself wil! not change.
We have invest.igated the following idea. Asymbolie factoriaation as in Aigorithm 2 for a matrix with one unknown per gridpoint is performed once; the positions a.nd degrees of nonzero entries are stored in compressed row format. When the actual number and type of unknowns is known, it is easy to prepare in advance the appropriate compressed row format for Land U. This involves just scanning rowwise through the array that holds the nonzeros from symbolic factorization; each row is "inflated" according to the actual number of variables per block, and the appropriate pointers are stored in the compressed row format for Land U. Simultaneously, another important idea can be implemented.
While preparing the data structure, it is possible to keep different degrees of fill for different types of unknowns. For saturation unknowns, we do not allow any fill outside the block; and we keep fill from pressure unknowns up to degree E as usual. This resembles to some extent an incomplete version of t.he "combinative" method of Behie and Forsyth [4] .
The simulator preprocesses the equations before it sends them to the solver. It already eliminates unknowns that couple only to ether unknowns in the same block; and it interchanges equations according to a pivoting strategy.
Proper sealing and pivoting improves the efficacy of the preconditioner.
When the column pointers for nonzero entries L and U in compressed storage format are prepared in advance, the numerical factorization in Algorithm 2 works efficiently.
Neither does it need nest.ed ifstructures nor bookkeeping in ordered lists. Thus, we apply the algorithm for numerical factorization in pointwise form for a sparsity pattem that has been prepared based on the blockwise symbolic factorization. We have compared in the reservoir simulator' SURE a strictly pointwise approach, Algorithm 3, with the blockwise approach as outlined in Algorithm 4. Table 3 illustrates a typical case, a history matching (1963-1995) of a field for underground gas storage. It is representative for a multitude of ot her simula.tions. We chose this particular case because it was the first full-field simulation attempted with our version of blockwise factorization. The model was a dynarnically implicit formulation for 9483 blocks. Time was measured by the profiling utility prof under Unix on an IBM workstation. There were 571 calls to the solver (blockwise), and 978 solver calls (pointwise). This difference stems from different time steps and a different nurnber of outer iterations. Since the simulator gets feedback about the con vergence rates in the solver, it a.djusts time steps accordingly. The degreeC in the incomplete factorizations varied between 3 < C < 6.
Several factors contribute to the increase of computational speed in this example. First, the ILUfactorization is much more efficient in the blockwise approach. Second, t.he selective discaiding offill terms that correspond to saturations reduces the number of entries in Land U. Consequently, the application of the preconditiouer within ORTHOMIN takes less time. Third, and surprisingly, it turned out that discarcling saturation terms and keeping only pressurerelated fil! up to degree f in some cases even improved the convergence of the linear iterations; in many ether cases it did at least no harm. The average number of ORTHOMIN iterations elropped from 75.3 (pointwise) to 46.0 (blockwise). Fourth, the routine that controls the time-step Iength profits from the increased robustness. Whenever a time step has to be cut and repeated because the sol ver failed to converge, this is a disaster in terrns of performance.
A routine that carefully selects the timestep within the solver's capabilities is extremely important.
CONCLUSIONS
High-degree incomplete factorizations can be carried out efficiently to solve adaptive-irnplicit forrnulations of reservoir equations on irregular grids. Although the sequential structure of LU-factorization does not allow straightforward parallelization, these codes are very suitable for werkstations and vector computers. 
